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2017 EVENTS

Kim Masong base area clean-up, May
Long Weekend

Creekside Contemplations
by Ward Armstrong

Spring has come, and with it comes new
beginnings. The flora of the West Castle
Valley are shooting through the snow,
providing lush promises of summer, the
air is sweet, and the sun is shining; it’s the
perfect time to start thinking of what you
will create this year!
For years the Castle community has been
in construction mode, and with the recent
lull in development, it may be the ideal
summer to enhance our base area; like
anything, it begins with our homes.
Landscaping and beautification can take
many forms, and as I’ve learned in my
years as a self-taught landscaper; it’s
often the simple things, which have the
most profound impacts. Raking leaves,
trimming, pruning, sweeping and picking
up garbage are some of the best ways to
improve the tidiness of our homes and
community.
We can go further down the rabbit hole,
as some of you know I love rockwork, and
as a community we have some very
talented rock pieces scattered through
the base area; but even the sturdiest rock

Early Bird Season Pass Sale Ends May
31
Summer Solstice Weekend

placements need a little maintenance; a
little backfill and re-leveling can leave
your masterpiece looking better than
ever!
Are you thinking about creating
something new, but don’t know where to
start? Stuck on a step? I can often be
found in the creek at the front of lot 51
and am always happy to give you some
pointers. Depending on interest, I’d also
put on a couple working with rock
workshops – for more information shoot
me an email at castleskier@hotmail.com,
until then; I wish you well in your
creations.

Hiking, Celebrating the season
and Fire Response Training
June 17 and 18

Huckleberry Festival August
25 – 27
Volunteer Brushing August 27
Drifter Day September 9
Volunteer Brushing
September 30 & October 1
T-Bar Pub & Grub open weekends for
the summer June 2

Kim Masong Base Area Clean-up
by Fraser Stewart

With the snow mostly melted we’d like to
encourage you to join some of your
neighbors and pick a bags worth of winter
treasures. If you are not available may
long weekend anytime will be fine.
Rock work in front of lot 51.
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Summer Solstice
Weekend
Hiking, Celebrating the
season and Fire Response
by Cheryl de Leeuw

Let’s gather up as many outdoor
enthusiasts as possible and meet at
9:00 Saturday morning, June 17th at
the T-bar pub for some morning
coffee and breakfast
treats.
The plan for the day will
be to hike our favourite trails, marking
them with new signs and clearing
paths where needed. As well as your
usual hiking gear, snacks and water,
we will need a few people to bring
hammers and small handsaws.
There will be after hiking drinks, an
evening bonfire by the Pub and a
great time to catch up with all of our
ski buddies that we haven’t seen for
two months.
Please respond to Cheryl at
cldeleeuw@gmail.com with any
questions and to give us a rough idea
of how many people to expect.
Sunday, June 18 at 10 am we
encourage all community members to
join the Pincher Creek Fire
Department at our fire hall (beside
Staff Accom). We are grateful that
they are putting together a new fire
response plan for our community and
will be taking time out of their
Father’s Day to present it to us. So
let’s get out and show them our
support as well as learn exactly what
to do to keep our cabins, our
community and ourselves safe in case
of fire. We may even get a chance to
practice with a fire hose!
Looking forward to
seeing you!
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The Wright
Stuff
by Caroline and Kevin Wright

without the quick and effective
intervention of all of these first
responders, our daughter would have
been lost to us. As it was, her life
hung in the balance for several hours,
if not days.

Kevin and I have considered our cabin
at Castle Mountain Resort our second
home since the winter of 1999. It is
our family and friends gathering
place, our fun place, our place for
relaxation. It is undoubtedly our
special place. Our kids have grown up
skiing here. It is our Christmas place
and our memory-making place.
It is also the place where, on March 27,
2009, one of our most life-changing
events occurred. It was a Friday
afternoon. I remember being in the
kitchen contentedly preparing a meal
in anticipation of the dear friends
scheduled to arrive for the weekend. I
looked up from my work to see my 16
year old son, walking into the cabin in
his ski gear, his sister’s helmet
dangling from his hand. The slump in
his posture and the bleak look on his
face, combined with the helmet told
me more than my mother’s heart
wanted to know. Sophia, my 17 year
old daughter, had crashed taking a
jump in the terrain park. My clever
and athletic daughter, my ski racer,
my ballerina, and the child I least
worried about on the ski hill. She
sustained a serious and lifethreatening brain trauma from which
she was to eventually make a full and
incredible recovery. The events that
followed the crash have had a
profound and lasting impact on me
and everyone in our inner circle.
Looking back, it seems to me that
Sophia had several angels who
showed up for her that day. From the
friends skiing with her who called for
help, to the ski patrol team, to the
ambulance driver, the Stars
Ambulance crew and the hospital
emerg staff: they all showed up for
her that day. Kevin and I know that

Nick Morantz

One of the impacts that this incident
has had on us is that we have become
profoundly grateful for the CMR
community. This is a tight-knit
community; and this community
gathered us up and held us in its
collective arms during this challenging
time. As well, Kevin and I have gained
a greater appreciation and respect for
a particular segment of the CMR
community: the Professional Ski
Patrol. Watching them go into action
on behalf of our child was a great gift.
We became very interested in
learning more about these folks and
what made them tick. We learned
that these individuals are highly
trained professionals who love this
mountain as much as we do. More
importantly, we realized that they
have our backs. “Our” being that
collective “our” — all of us who ski this
mountain paradise. Many of us at
CMR are risk takers; we love the
physical challenge of this hill and we
love to explore its magnificent terrain.
Everyone in our family certainly falls
into that category. And, we do this
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without thinking too hard (if at all?!)
about the risks of a bad fall or of being
caught in a slide, or —as in our
situation — landing too hard on the
flats after taking a jump. But the
Professional Ski Patrol folks are
thinking about that. The Professional
Ski Patrollers keep us safe, whether it
is avalanche control or stepping up to
be first responders; they are there for
us. For this, I am deeply grateful, as is
every member of our family… and our
friends.

the friends with Sophia at the time of
the crash. So in some ways, we have
come full circle.
The past recipients of the Wright Stuff
Award are:







Amanda Goodhue

Dave Stimson

This greater understanding and
appreciation of the role of the
Professional Ski Patrol led Kevin and I
to create an award. Our reasons were
twofold: 1) to continue the expression
of gratitude for their service to our hill
and 2) to expand the understanding
and appreciation of their role to the
broader community. The head of Ski
Patrol at the time of this incident,
Kyle Rast, named the award “The
Wright Stuff” award. The award goes
to the person who best exemplifies
the qualities and skills desired in a
Professional Ski Patrol. The award is
both a designation and a bursary. The
intention of the award is to recognize
excellence, raise awareness and
provide a bit of financial support to
help further the individual’s training.
The recipient is chosen by the senior
Ski Patrol staff in consultation with
other invested and knowledgeable

community members (e.g. past
recipients). Recently, another branch
of the ski community has joined us in
supporting this initiative. Brent
Harris, Volunteer Ski Mountaineering,
Race Director of CMR’s annual Ski
Mountaineering Race, has designated
that the proceeds from their silent
auction go towards the Wright Stuff
Award. And so, more community links
are forged.



2015-2016 Mitch Suliak
2014-2015 Yuri Lortscher
(now with Mountain Safety,
Fernie, BC)
2013-2014 Amanda Goodhue
2012-2013 Paul Chin (now
with Mountain Safety in New
Zealand)
2011-2012 Cam Jensen (now
with CMR Cat Skiing)
2010-2011 Dave Stimson

Dave Stimson remains on staff as the
senior patrol, a role shared by Nick
Morantz. Mitch and Amanda also
continue to be part of the Pro Patrol,
and Nata is planning to return for
another season. These stalwart five,
along with approximately 14 more of
their coworkers will form our
Professional Ski Patrol team for next
season. Kevin and I look forward to
next ski season and we do so with an
extra measure of confidence, knowing
the high caliber of individuals who will
be taking care of mountain safety.

Nata de Leeuw

This year’s recipient of the The Wright
Stuff Award is Nata de Leeuw. The
deLeeuw family has been part of the
CMR community for almost two
decades. And, unbeknownst to the
senior ski patrol staff, Nata was one of

Mitch Suliak
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Drifter Days
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work across the slope from
the lower portion of OK
Corral on approx. the signed
route to Harker’s Easy Out
have fun and an enjoying, a
satisfying day (your knees,
legs will thank you for
removing the dangers that
hide below these slopes as
you rip up the pow this
coming winter!)
we'll have a little food and
re-hydration at the end of
the day on Miller’s deck



Alternative Help - if you don’t want
or are unable to work on the slope or
don’t have much time, we could use
help with the following:



by Dennis Miller

The annual (going on 18 years now !)
clean-up of Drifter is scheduled
for Saturday, September 9th , 2017.
Please mark this on your calendar.
We plan to continue work from 2016
on the middle band all the way
across to the north from the
entrance to Harker’s Easy Out across
to the lower portion of OK Corral,
the gut of OK Corral from the top
down including the lower left gully,
this all depends on the number of
volunteers.

DATE: Saturday, September 9th,
2017

TIME: meet at 8:00 A.M., we will

have a safety meeting and leave for
the top of the hill by 8:30 A.M.

MEETING PLACE: in front of
the new shop

Please be on time, if you can’t be
on time be 5 minutes early.











THE PLAN:






The plan will be to have one
or two helpers per saw, if
you don't have a saw, we still
need your muscles
split into work groups based
on the number of people
that show up
head down to the top of OK
Corral thru High Plains to
lightly touch up the lines
previously worked on then
concentrate on the very
bushy gut and sides of OK
Corral

Driving the crew to the top
of the mountain in the
morning
Picking up the crew from
Cinch Traverse at the end of
the day
Monitoring the radio during
the day

WHAT TO BRING:








lunch and water
work gloves
hat
protective glasses if you
have
ear protection if you have,
we'll round up some ear
plugs as well
good solid foot ware, work
boots, hiking boots, etc., we
will be working in rough
terrain and on steep slopes





suitable clothes for rough
work - no shorts
chain saw if you have one, it
always works out better if
you operate your own saw,
please make sure it is
sharpened and bring the
correct file to sharpen the
chain, the wrench and screw
driver for the saw. Only bring
enough gas and oil for the
day, no extra. We will have
some of the hill saws
prepared and ready to go for
people who will need one.
Radio – if you have access to
a radio with a hill channel
please bring it
Bring a friend and pass the
word along that we can use
all the help we can get

Feel free to let me know if you can
attend. See you on September 9th.
dmiller@mpe.ca

VOLUNTEER
BRUSHING
Volunteer brushing days focus on the
lower mountain runs such as Center.
Bring the same things needed for the
Drifter work.

DATES: August 27, September 30
(until 1 or 2 pm) and October 1

TIME: meet at 9:00 A.M.
MEETING PLACE: in front of
the new shop

Do you have an idea for a good Liftline article? Share it with Carmen Walker
carmenhwalker@gmail.com
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CMCA MEMBERSHIP FORM
A CMCA membership:





Expire on December 31 every year
Covers one family per house hold
Costs $20 per year
Primary method of communication will be via email

First Name:

Last Name:

CMR Unit #:

Number of people this membership covers:

Email Address(s):

Phone Number:
Mailing Address (of primary unit owner/renter):
City:

Postal Code:

Please return the completed form with payment to one of the following people:
Carmen Walker CMR Lot# 7
Litisha Miller CMR Lot# 15
Fraser Stewart CMR Lot# 48
Coming to the Summer Solstice
weekend? Bring your completed
membership form with you. Happy
Summering!

